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Andas en mi cabeza remix lyrics



Andas En Mi Cabeza (Remix) - a song interpreted by Chino &amp;amp; Nacho featuring Dedya Yankee, Don Omar &amp; Wisin.Andas In My Head (Remix) LyricsE death, loveI you give me, and the pain comes, I will be a homeless man, just in this aimless world, he will give me a look, make me a fool,
so if I don't care about anything, I mean life and loss I've never been in pain that I've ever met in my head. explain to you)The world spins me out of control (I keep thinking of you)Because I spend it imagining, That (imagining) I marry you (hear)And forever I loved you (love you girl, girl, girl)You walk in my
head babe at all hours (every second, every minute)The world wraps me around you to get me out of control (And so hours pass me by)Because I spend time , imagining that (imagining you)I marry you (hear)And forever I loved you (Miss Dejay)Soft, softHow do you know Sakudete, move it, Never run
outDuro, Key QueenI swear that what I feel in my chest, I can not imagine saying that I enlighten you I say I am destroyedI'm afraid of the fate that put you in my wayThen no one gets caught with this clandestine loveAnd in my headBella PrincessOlvida problems and sorrows You see me and heart
crosses meBelle I have a drink and get a naughty explain to you)The world spins me you turn me out of control (Stay in my world)Because I spend it imagining, that (imagining) With you I marry (hear) And forever I loved you (love you girl, girl, girl)You walk in my head babe at all hours (Every second,
every minute)The world brings me back you get me out of control (And so hours pass by me)Because I spend time , imagining that (imagining)With you I marry (hear)And forever love you that you know that you do not know that I became a wolf after twelve I did not have my wolf pa' that I care about it I
go with the condition until I am broken Because there are a lot of compeS on the street always, well corrupted But I do not want another woman to use When you're the one I love a girl, I dare to leave you aloneChiki, chiki, girl oneFor you I keep my gunMets do not control meCapturano I know But he
loves me immediatelyCol asks me to give you and What are you about my letter I want to confess to you what you feel at night without giving a kiss youNotes that you wear my perfume in control, What if you forgot here I have your own trap , you go the same and you feel that it's not normalAlstead you
do not sleep you in the eveningsI you notice that it's not realThen you callMedic bedThat you are the queen of my headI the king of your soul Where you goRrereza soon comes back to meBe sure you can no longer think that I can no longer sleep (D, d, dy, gabi music)The world turns me around you get
me out of control (Chinese and nacho nacho I spend this imagining that (Jumbo, the one that produces alone)With you I marry (hear)And forever I loved you (love you girl, girl, girl)You walk in the head baby at all hours (Every second, every minute)The world wraps me around you out of control (And so
hours pass me by)Because I spend this imagining that (imagining you)With you I will listen (hear)And forever you love Follow Chino &amp;amp; Nacho on Facebook! [Don Omar] If you leave, love dies The one you give me and the pain comesI will be a tramp Only in this aimless world[Nacho]My gaze
Make me a fool, so if I don't care about anything I mean to live and lose, that I have not lived anythingI will be left in pain that I never knowI in my head babe in all hours (I do not know how to explain)The world turns me out of control(In my world and that every second)I spend it imagining, That (Imagining
that)I marry you (hear)And forever I loved you (love you girl)[Chinese]You walk in my head baby at all hours (every second, every minute)The world wraps me around you getting out of control (And so hours pass by me)I spend time Imagining that (Imagining that)I marry you (hear)And forever I loved you.
, soft as you knowSaco delo move it that never endsDuro queen keyI swear, that what I feel in my chest I can not fit and I feel that I enlighten youI have no you I tell you that I ruinI destiny that put you on my way, That no one gets caught with this clandestine loveI in my head beautiful princessOlvida
problems and sadness kisses me and heart crosses meBelleza give me a drink and get naughty [Nacho]Andas in my head baby at all hours (I do not know how to explain)The world spins me you turn me out of control (In my world and that every second)I carry it out imagining, that (Imagining that)I marry
you (hear)And forever I loved you (love you girl)[Chinese]You walk in my head babe at all hours (Every second, every minute) The world whirls me you get me out of control (And so hours pass by me)I spend it imagining it imagining it that (Imagining that)With you I'm getting married (hey)And forever I
loved you [Daddy Yankee]Imagine you know you don't know, I became a wolf after twelve If I didn't have my wolf, so I disproseme it's me going with a stat to tear me apart because there's a lot of compe on the street he, ehSever is well damaged he is, he's to let another woman take advantage, When
you are the one I loveChica I would never dare leave you aloneQui , a little girl is never aloneFor how I save my shotgun,-do not control meConscious I know it But I want at the same timeWe only ask that I give you my loveWe give you my love,]Don Omar]Through my letter I want to confess , without
being able to YouNotaras, which carries my perfume and has not found my stamp that I forgot and that I fall into my own trapNot happens once you're awake at night and you realize it's not realThat distance calls memories of bedTha you're the queen of my head and I'm the king that your loveDonde goes
soon coming back to me without you anymore I can't think I can no longer sleep I can't get used to living away from you[Nacho]Andas in my head babe at any time (dy , gaby music)The world spins me you turn me out of control (Chinese and nacho baby)For you I spend it imagining, that (yumbo)With you
I marry (the one that produces alone)And forever I loved you (love you girl)[Chinese]You walk in my head babe at all hours (Every second, every minute)The world whirls me you get me out of control (And so hours pass by me)I spend it imagining it that (Imagining that)With you I marry (hear) And forever
I loved you If you leave Love dying The one you give me and the pain comes I will wander alone in this aimless world Gives me my mind Make a fool of me for what? If I don't care about anything I prefer to live and lose, that I haven't lived anything If you leave I'll be left in pain that I never know, you walk
in my head babe at all hours (I don't know how to explain) the world is turning me out of control (In my world and that every second) I spend that imagining it imagining it That (imagining) I marry you (hear) And forever I loved you (love you girl) , girl, girl) You walk in my head babe at all hours (Every
second, every minute) The world brings me back you turn me out of control (And so the hours pass by me) Because I waste time imagining that (imagining you) With you I marry (hear) And forever I loved you (Miss Double) Soft , soft As you know, shake it, move it Never run out Hard, Queen of the key I
swear that what I feel in my chest does not fit I imagine you say I light up If I don't have you, I tell you that I am destroying the guilt of fate that has put you on my way, that no one gets caught up with this clumsy love andas in my head Bella Princess Forgets the problems and sorrows you see me and the
heart you go through give me a drink and get a naughty babe in my head at all hours (I don't know how to explain to you) The world gives me discovers you out of control (Because you are my world and that every second) I spend it imagining that (imagining) With you I marry (hear) And forever I loved
you (love you girl, girl, girl) You walk in my head babe at all hours (Every second , every minute) The world spins me you get me out of control (And so the hours pass by me) Because I spend it imagining that (imagining) With you I marry (hear) And forever I love you Imagine that you know you don't know
that I became a wolf after twelve If I don't have my wolf pa' that I care about it I'm going with until it tears me up, that on the street there are many compe Always well corrupted But I do not want another woman to take advantage when you are who I love girl, I dare to leave you alone Chiqui , petite, small,
girl is never alone to you me my gaticas gun does not control me Capture I know I know but he loves me at the same time just asks that I give you my love that you, my love that you through my letter I want to confess that there were whole nights without being able to kiss you will not wear my perfume and
I do not find the stamp that I still forget and that I fall into my own trap, maybe it happens to you the same thing and you feel it's not normal that you don't sleep in the night and you realize that it's not real with the distance calling memories of the bed you're the queen of my head, I'm the king that you love
(Don) Where you go, come back soon, come back to me without you I can no longer think that I can not sleep I am not accustomed to living away from you Andas in my head babe at any time (D , d, DY, Gabi Music) The world spins me you turn me out of control (Chino &amp; nacho baby) because I
spend this imagining that (jumbo) With you I marry (the one that produces alone) And forever I loved you (love you , girl, girl) You walk in my head babe at all hours (Every second, every minute) The world spins me you get me out of control (And so the hours pass by me) Because I spend this imagining
that (imagining) With you I marry (hear) And forever you Amé Looks like we don't have texts yet. Be the first to add them now... Submit these lyrics Add to FavoritesSave on playlist If you leave dying lovethe one you give me and comes pain I will tramp alone in this disordered world give me a look to make
me a fool, so if I don't care, I mean live and lose that I didn't live anything if you leave me in pain that I never knew that you're in my head babe at all hours (I don't know how to explain) the world turns me around you gets me out of control (I keep thinking about you) because I spend it imagining that
(imagining) with you I marry (hear) and forever I loved you (love you girl, girl, girl) you walk in my head babe at any time (every second , every minute) the world turns me around you gets me out of control (and so I spend hours) because I spend it imagining, that (imagining) with you I marry (hear) and
forever I loved you (Miss Crease) soft, soft as you know, move it that never ends, queen of the ean I swear that what I feel in my chest, I can't imagine , saying that to enlighten me I say that I have ruined my destiny, which has put you on my way, that no one gets caught with this clumsy love you go in my
head princess forgets the problems and sorrows you see me and the heart crosses mybelleza give me a drink and put a naughty baby in my head at all hours (it's not like explaining) the world gives me around you you get me out of control (stay in my world) because I spend it that (imagining) with you I
marry (hear) and forever I loved you (love you girl, girl, girl) you walk in my head babe at any time (every second, every minute) the world turns me around you get me out of control (and so I pass the hours) because I spend time imagining that (imagination) (imagination) (gay) and forever I loved you to
imagine that you know you do not know, I became a wolf after twelve, if I did not have my wolf pa' that I do not believe her, when you are the one I love girl, I never dare to leave you alone, I dare to leave you alone, I dare to leave you alone, girl one for you I keep my pistols gaticas do not control
mecapturing I know that he wants me at the same time only asks demas you and what you have from my letter I want to confess that you feel at night without being able to kiss younotaras that you wear my perfume in check that if you forget here I have your own trap, you leave the same thing and you
feel it's not ok , maybe you do not sleep at night and you notice that it is not real in the distance you call memories of the kamat you are the queen of my head and the king of your soul, where you are going to soon return to misin ti and I can not think that I can not sleep anymore I get used to life I lie in
tiandas in my head babe at all hours (d , d, dy, gabi music) world turns me around you get me out of control (Chinese &amp;amp; nacho baby) because I spend it imagining that (jumbo, Whoever produces alone) with you I marry (hear) and forever I loved you (love you girl, girl, girl)you walk in my head
babe at all hours (every second, every minute) the world turns me around you getting out of control (and so hours pass me by) because I spend it imagining that (imagining) with you I marry (hear) and forever you are an amender: musica.com Send one
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